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oh to be able to print out hundreds of reports without using huge
amounts of paper or ink. the records in this matrix are encrypted and
can only be retrieved through a key. this ensures that anyone who
has the key cannot make a copy of the information. to gain the key,
the user has to provide a pin number. the pin number is checked
against some dictionary that is employed to determine the pin's word
count. the report then prints out which pins work and which don't. if
the pin number matches, then it is accepted and the report is printed.
if the pin number does not match, the system would ask the user to
guess a number. the system would print out the cumulative number
of guesses until a pin number was found. now, when the attack is
back, it might use: any of the following techniques: kdfs supported by
the crypto engine, including hmac, rsa, or scrypt salt pools, which the
attacker attempts to guess correctly and then use to seed kdfs the
known data, defined as the data in the password being tested against
(cf. the diversification attack ) the primary purposes of the attack are:
capturing the password extorting money access to data malware
access to financial data denial of service information gathering
obstructing the actual attack (e.g., by requiring user interaction)
rootkits ddos dos mitigation so, while the user might have thought
that nothing has been changed in their password, if they hadn't yet
logged in, when the attacker found their password, they can now log
in freely. this can be done with a single, crafted login and a single
canned response, or potentially many passwords, or even with
automated tools that can constantly regenerate a new login if a
password is found. (more discussion on the specific attack can be
found in subsequent slides and on the netsaferescue site , and on the
gems site .)
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cryptography is an extremely difficult field to navigate, because it
deals with things that are fundamentally unknowable. by design,

cryptography is not completely secure. if an attacker can get access
to a piece of plaintext data, then they can use an "attack algorithm"

to learn the corresponding ciphertext. history of key sizes: in the early
1960s, the u.s. government performed cryptographic research for

military applications and provided a list of secure key sizes that had
been used by the u. government. in addition to the des and triple-des,

this list included the following: privacy is important, and to secure
online privacy, we need to encrypt data. that is, we need to turn data

into encrypted data. when computers send and receive encrypted
data, they establish a shared secret key that is used to encrypt data.
the secret key is typically a 256-bit key that is used repeatedly in a

one-time pad. the one-time pad approach is effective, but difficult to
use because it is computationally intensive. it is also not very space
efficient. the solution to the two problems is to use a symmetric key
approach, where the same key is used to encrypt and decrypt. this
reduces computational complexity and the need for large data files,

which makes symmetric key cryptography ideally suited for web
services. the hsm is commonly used to establish keys and encrypt

network traffic. a hsm might also store other secrets such as
cryptographic keys for encrypting e-mail and for ssl. hsm are also
used to provide digital signing and signing of microsoft software

applications. there are two different models for hsms: a hardware
security module (hsm) is a device that can be used to provide a
secure cryptoprocessor for a network, computer, or other secure
element. it combines many of the components and functions of a

computer and network firewall into a single device and is often used
for cryptographic key management. a typical hsm is designed to be
tamper-proof, and can be configured to use keys that are only valid
for a particular time. a hardware security device (hsd) is a hardware
cryptoprocessor that is used to provide key management services to

remote client computers. the hardware security device is used to
manage secret keys for vpn, ssl, or other network protocols.
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